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Comments and Caveats

1. Thanks to all who made the time to respond to this first College-wide survey of “climate”

2. Thanks to the survey design team: Ataya Cesspooch, Taryn Fransen, Sophie Major, Cristina Crespo Montañes (and Isha
Ray). 

3. The survey was piloted with some (former) grad students and RCNR Equity Advisers. We are grateful for their time. 

4. Response rate was ~25% for grad students. Even lower on several questions. 15 postdocs responded. The slides include 
both groups.

5. We cannot say these results are representative. We hope they are still useful for setting departmental priorities.

6. The slide headings are brief versions of the actual wording in the surveys. 

7. We have taken out results with under 10 respondents, as we promised when we sent out the survey. This means that 
NST results cannot be shared. 

8. We have taken out all results that concerned staff as RCNR has a small staff and results could be individually identifying. 

9. We ran results by department by race / ethnicity and gender. These could be identifying due to small sample sizes; we 
will share these privately with department chairs and equity advisers, with additional anonymizing steps.

10. We have made brief notes below some slides. We hope these will help in interpreting these results.
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Total number of respondents from each department (note that some respondents did not 

answer all questions):

Agricultural and Resource Economics: 20

Env Science, Policy, and Management: 49

Energy and Resources Group: 24

Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology: 2

Plant and Microbial Biology: 24

Total respondents include 15 postdocs (for this and most questions)

NOTE: In the following tables, the percentages for individual answers are the percent of 

respondents who gave that answer. The percentages in the Totals column show the percent 

of respondents who answered that question. 



Connect with others who share background & identity (1)
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”Lab groups” are not a common term in ARE. Note that relatively homogeneous groups may have 
higher ”Agree” %



Connect with others who share background & identity (2)
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Comfortable presenting my research & ideas (1)
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Comfortable presenting my research & ideas (2)
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Comfortable presenting my research & ideas (3)
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Faculty & instructors use inclusive teaching/practices/content 
(1)
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Faculty & instructors use inclusive teaching/practices/content 
(2)
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Culture of respect & inclusion in department
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Adequate actions to recruit diverse group of students 
[race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ability, immigrants, internationals, religious background]
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Adequate mentoring / guidance from department
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Department-only results, relevant only to e.g. ERG Master’s projects or ESPM-specific concerns, will be 
separately shared with the departments



When I have a concern about exclusion, disrespect or 
harassment [multiple responses permitted]
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Courses & activities accessible to persons with disabilities
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Funding sources since I enrolled
[multiple responses permitted]
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Adviser provides support & guidance (1)
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Adviser provides support & guidance (2)
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Adviser provides support & guidance (3)
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Hours of 1:1 advising from adviser / dissertation chair, last 
enrolled semester
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Met with guiding or dissertation committee in last 12 months
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Department supports peer mentoring between senior and 
junior students
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Faculty in department are comfortable / knowledgeable 
advising diverse student populations
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Can relate to some individuals w/ similar backgrounds / 
experiences among [multiple responses allowed]
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Feel at least somewhat comfortable expressing DEI concerns to
[multiple responses allowed]
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Lack of diversity among students in department
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Lack of diversity among faculty in department
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Feel valued / respected by
[multiple responses allowed]
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Staff #s not presented. 
None of the above: ARE & PMB 0%; ERG 4.5%; ESPM 14.5%



(I think) negatively pre-judge my abilities based on identity
[multiple responses allowed]
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Staff #s not presented
None of the above: ARE 94.4%; ESPM 61.7%; ERG 61%; PMB 59% 



Faculty in department as role models
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Believe I have been discriminated against, past year, based on
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Experienced exclusionary or harassing behavior in department, 
past year [multiple responses allowed]
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Identify w/ following races / ethnicities [more than one response allowed]
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Gender identity
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Several respondents critiqued “transman” and “transwoman”; we will drop these for future years



Socio-economic status while growing up
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Some results in the “identity and background” segment of the survey have not been presented. With 
the small overall response rates, the subgroup responses became small enough for the risk of 

identification.  



Highest educational attainment of one parent or guardian
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